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A dormant force emerging
The power that it holds is rising
A mass of energy is now accumulating
Born again, a new chapter has begun

Fight, only the strong survive
Strike, before it's too late

Fight for the right to survive
You must never say die
Pursue your aims
Chase them while you can

Laws of retaliation, now in command
Take your second strike
Take it while you can
Laws of retaliation, now in command

All those hungry ears, to feed
From obscurity, now destined to succeed
Second rays of light are growing stronger
All expectations have now been surpassed

Fight, do what you need to survive
Strike, before it's too late

Fight for the right to survive
You must never say die
Pursue your aims
Chase them while you can

Laws of retaliation, now in command
Take your second strike
Take it while you can
Laws of retaliation are now at your command

Those wasted years have not deterred us
Rejuvenated, forget the past
At the point of no return
That same old dream now reality
Reality
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Now we return to our own domain
All our hopes remain the same
Stand and fight, stand and fight
Believe in yourself until the end
Until the end

Like a lightning war, we've been through it all
This time we shall stand, we shall not fall

Soaring on a vision, higher and higher
With heart and soul, it burns like fire

On what does the future hold
Only time will tell
On what does the future hold
Only time will tell
Fight!

With a burning passion surging through our veins
To win not to lose, it's the aim of the game
The right to succeed you can't deny
With adrenaline pounding, a natural high

On what does the future hold
Only time will tell
On what does the future hold
Only time will tell

Now it seems to me that the powers that be
Were locked in a deadly game
Mistakes were made and lessons were learned
But no one bared the blame

Now we laugh at those who doubt us
Now our dream is reality
It personifies our determination
It's plain for all to see

A dormant force, emerging
The power that it holds is rising
A mass of energy is now accumulating
Born again, a new chapter has begun

Fight, do what you need to survive
Strike, before it's too late

Fight for the right to survive
You must never say die
Pursue your aims
Chase them while you can



Laws of retaliation, now in command
Take your second strike
Take it while you can
Laws of Talion, now in command

Fight
Fight
Fight
Fight
Fight
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